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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure Stack integrated system.
You need to view the public IP address used by tenants. The solution must include the list of
dynamically and statically assigned IP addresses.
Which blade should you review from the Azure Stack administrator portal?
A. Offers
B. Resource providers > Network
C. Resource providers > Health
D. Virtual networks
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-viewing-public-ip-address-co
nsumption

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the wireless installation scenario, which of the following connection sequences is correct?
A. TMA->BBU->RRU-> Antenna
B. BBU->RRU->TMA-> Antenna
C. BBU->TMA->RRU-> Antenna
D. Antenna ->BBU->RRU->TMA
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
DD is a medium size company and has decided to appoint a data mining company to collate
information from a wide variety of sources and analyse the data into more meaningful
information.
The Board of DD believes that by using a data mining company to undertake this work, it will
add value to its business and help it to remain competitive.
Which of the following statements does NOT apply to data mining?

A. Data mining involves looking for new patterns and relationships in the underlying data.
B. Data mining can guide decision-making and predict future behaviour.
C. Data mining uses statistical analysis tools and other intelligent techniques.
D. The goal of data mining is the extraction of data.
Answer: D
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